
Mentoring students from Year 6 to Year 12 
Empowering students to cultivate a deep appreciation for life, learning, friends, and family.  

I utilize enjoyable, exciting, and creative approaches. 

I tailor my attention to students who require just a bit of guidance to those who need more substantial 

assistance. 

 

Strategies to  

• Build self-esteem. 

• Achieve academic excellence. 

• Instill family values. 

• Encourage life-long learning. 

• Foster resilience - teach how to bounce back from setbacks.  

• Improve communication skills. 

• Broaden horizons beyond video games. 

• Promote healthy lifestyle choices. 

 

Referral 1- 1st January, 2023  

To Whom It May Concern,  

Ian Moore was my son, Christopher Lee's Extra Curricular (Raw Challenge -Boxing) Teacher at Trinity 

Grammar School, Summer Hill. Chris thoroughly enjoyed his time with Ian Moore because of the  

enthusiasm and positiveness he always projected when dealing with his students. In particular, Ian  

Moore still bought his positivity with him when he came to visit Chris in the hospital when Chris had his 

Acquired Brain Injury in 2012 and continued to enthusiastically make Chris feel very special by inviting 

him back to his Raw Challenge classes as an ex-student when he came out of hospital -this was very much 

appreciated.  

Because of Christopher's Acquired Brain Injury, he required support in many areas of his life to become 

independent again. Under NDIS, we approached Ian Moore for some assistance. He used some fun 

approaches and some unconventional techniques to reintroduce Chris to the community again, by way of 

various communication methods in making new relationships and by increasing his independence. On the 

physical side, they concentrated on weight training, jogging, and boxing exercises together.  

After 9 months of this, Chris is now moving forward and is working at 2 different jobs. We are very  

grateful for all that Ian Moore has done for Chris and wish him well. If you are looking for someone who is 

very capable of imparting enthusiasm and positivity in the way he teaches, then Ian Moore is the  

person. 

Kind regards, 

 
Susan Lee  

Mother/Carer/Advocate of Christopher 

 

 


